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Fuck 6 Women Per Week Guaranteed:
Pornography Advertising as Mainstream Content Cycle
By Erik Stinson
In my recent essay Idea Porn and the Age of Obscure Commodity, I tried
to undermine the fashionable singularity of compelling visual informa
tion. I tried to attach the valuable infographic to a condition in which an
infographic might be a wonderful currency in the bargain for our psy
chic health.
Now, I would like to focus on a different user experience journey: por
nography. In his essay “The Ecstasy of Communication,” Baudrillard
writes:
“[T]oday the scene and mirror no longer exist; instead, there is a screen and network.
!"#$%&'(#)*#+,(#-(.(/01(#+-&"2'("3("'(#)*#40--)-#&"3#2'("(5#+,(-(#02#&#")"-(.('+
ing surface, an immanent surface where operations unfoldthe smooth operational
surface of communication.”

He speaks of media functioning, and of the obscurity of the functioning.
He understands how modern media can be violent and cool and calm,
all at once.
6)-")7-&$,8#3)(2#")+#.)9#*-)4#+,(#2&4(#)-070"#&2#,8$(-:7-&$,0'#0"
*)-4&+0)"#;,8$(-#<(0"7#+,(#0"+("20=(35#,8$(-%0">(3#0"*)7-&$,0'?@#A(-(5#
there is a smoother purpose, something sweet and playful, though still
screenbased. Pornography is the sexual tradition of moving images. It
is theatrical – it pulls with a different rhetoric. The motives behind por
nography are clearer, less political, maybe.
And yet, there is something very emergent in the way pornography is be
ing digested en masse, in the form of online porn aggregation. The forum
where images of sex appear, free of change and with a vast variet, is a
recent construction with perhaps no precursor. These websites – xtube,
redtube and youporn among others – collect and distribute clips of full
%("7+,#$)-")7-&$,0'#=%425#4&>0"7#-(1("B(#*-)4#&31(-+020"7#9,0',#&$
pears both as content and as Flash banner ads to the side of the video
frame.
Ostensibly there is a quality of amateurism in these sites. There is some
thing tantalizing about a free exchange of smut. As Zabet Patterson writes
in Going Online: Consuming Pornography In a Digital Era, “The ama
+(B-#2B<7("-(#4)2+#207"0='&"+%8#("7&7(2#90+,#+,(#)$$)-+B"0+0(2#*)-#C0"
+(-&'+0)"D#&"3#C2(%*:$-)3B'+0)"D#)**(-(3#<8#+,(#!"+(-"(+@E
A theorist might see the opportunity to merge reality with fantasy – a
typical porn user will be aware of the ways porn conventions carefully
separate the two sexual poles.
The problem with this potentialofamateurwebporn observation: not
much porn seems to be amateur. There might be instances of people up
loading their own homemade porn. However, the vast majority of clips
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appear to be somewhat produced. Many are explicitly the work of ex
terior paysites. So, the separation of fantasy and reality remains intact,
(1("#0"#FGHH#;,&#$)2+2+-B'+B&-%02+2I?@#J,&+#4&8#<(#3(+(-0)-&+0"7#02#+,(#
separation between content and corporation. Let me focus on this point.
The line between content, content creation, and advertising is becom
ing blurry in an unsettling new way. These porn collection sites actually
replace every traditional node in a media consumption ecosystem with
two fundamental locations: search and upload. Baudrillard might still try
to call these functions “screen and network” but we understand he was
thinking – in the widest possible sense – about media interaction. Both
nodes are selling, neither nodes involve a sale. Sexually speaking, it’s an
economic disaster waiting to happen. Lots of screens, lots of buttons with
nice gradients, not a lot of money changing hands – but we still get off.
K(,0"3#+,(#2(&-',#*B"'+0)"#02#+,(#0"30103B&%2#3(20-(#*)-#&#2$('0='#')"+("+@#
L)-#(/&4$%(5#&#'(-+&0"#*(+02,#407,+#04$(%#2)4()"(#+)#2(&-',#*)-#&#2$('0='#
kind of content, like green alien porn. The search is accomplished and
'%0$2#&$$(&-@#M)2+#)*#+,(2(#'%0$2#90%%#<(#&32#*)-#*B%%:%("7+,#=%42@
The upload function has been accomplished by the makers of alien porn.
J(#90%%#'&%%#+,(4#$-)*(220)"&%2#<('&B2(#+,(8#,0-(3#+&%("+5#-("+(3#'&4(-&25#
and attempted to follow the porn laws in their remote municipality. They
provide these images, with the hope that we will pay for others.
KB+#9,&+#0*#9(#"(1(-#$&8N#J,&+#0*#+,(#&%0("#$)-"#'%0$#3)(2#+,(#+-0'>N#J,&+#
if we never visit the paysite?
Or, more pressingly, isn’t this exactly how YouTube works?
It’s a devastating model for media, and pornography is at the forefront.
The line between advertising and content disappears and we become ac
customed to the free stream of images – the paywall is never crossed. The
entire porn search aggregation system actually conditions us to accept
the sell as the product; in the same way, the music video becomes a sat
isfying replacement for the vinyl album.
It’s happening in porn because our culture doesn’t value sex – or rather –
<&"02,(2#0+#+)#+,(#*&-#-(&',(2#)*#+,(#3(%(+(3#<-)92(-#,02+)-8@#J(#3)"D+#*((%#
great about watching porn – so we accept this brave new media model.
J0%%#&''($+&"'(#0"#+,02#&-(&#*B(%#&#+)+&%#302+)-+0)"#)*#+-&30+0)"&%#4(30&#1("
B(2N#J0%%#+,(#'0"(4&#&32#&+#<(70""0"7#)*#*(&+B-(#=%42#<(70"#+)#%("7+,("#
until the feature itself is an end to the story of consumption offered by
the endless series of sponsor motiongraphics?
Probably not.
Tumblr actually ends most of the anxiety arguments concerning the deg
radation of media quality. And Tumblr is just a visual version of Nap
ster. People like quality enough to steal it. They hate marketing enough
to avoid it whenever they can. Tumblr solves the spiritual problem of
contentasadvertising, without solving the economic one. Napster did
3
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the same thing with music, ensuring a level of quality by making every
thing accessible, but at the same time destroying the business model for
all paid media.
Porn aggregation locates a venue for a hyperdense advertising model – a
model only sustainable because the content being sought is so objection
able, so taboo. (Are you smiling as you read that? Can we really say porn
02#+&<))#&"84)-(N?#OL)-4(-%8P#+&<))#2B<Q('+2#)**(-#&31(-+02(-2#&#90"3)9#
into a world where they can do whatever they want, fashion entire land
scapes of fantasy and consumer conditioning. They get a pass, for now,
because we haven’t completely come to terms with porn, as a culture.
Porn isn’t meaningless or marginal. It’s a modern user experience jour
"(85#%0>(#&"8#)+,(-@#J(#'%0'>#&#%0">#&"3#2(&-',#*)-#&#+(-4@#R1("+B&%%8#9(#
&-(#2&+02=(3@#!"#+,(#$-)'(225#9(#',&"7(#+,(#9&8#+,(#9)-%3#*B"'+0)"25#9(#
change our relationship to people and images.
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A Discussion of Mimesis on the Poldernet or:
You Have No Chance to Survive Make Your Time
By Jordan Tate
J,("#)"(#+,0">2#&<)B+#404(202#0"#0+2#'%&220'&%#')"+(/+5#<(-(*+#)*#+,(#
weight of the memes and tropes that pervade internet culture, it is appar
ent that the contemporary idea of mimesis is not necessarily conducive
to the critical engagement with internet based / internet aware / postin
ternet works of art.
In the classical sense, mimesis was adaptive. Contemporary mimetics,
&2#3(="(3#<8#S0',&-3#T&9>0"25#-(2+2#)"#&"#&"&%)78#)*#T&-90"0&"#(1)%B
tionary theory, yet is presented within the context of reproduction/repli
cation. The Greeks viewed mimesis differently, as more of a translation
;&%<(0+#90+,#+,(#&04#)*#-($-)3B'+0)"?#+,&"#+,(#')"+&70)B2#2$-(&3#)*#302
crete packets of cultural currency. To an extent, the structure of contem
porary computing works against the evolution of data, yet excels at the
3022(40"&+0)"#&"3#-($%0'&+0)"#)*#0"*)-4&+0)"@#J0+,#+,(#+-&"240220)"#&"3#
replication of data so readily available, the traditional ideas of mimesis
have been usurped by the internetepidemic model of akin to the spread
)*#U(-)#J0"7#*-)4#FGGGVGF@
Across the board, autocorrect, spellchecker, and program based diction
aries suggest that I write Internet rather than internet. As such, It is im
$)-+&"+#+)#(2+&<%02,#,)9#+,(#0"+(-"(+#2$('0='&%%8#*B"'+0)"2#0"#+,(#')"+(/+#
)*#+,02#&-7B4("+@#W#4)-(#&$$-)$-0&+(#302+0"'+0)"#9)B%3#<(#+)#3(="(#+,(#
0"+(-"(+#&2#)"(#;)*#4&"8?#2B<2(+2#)*#+,(#!"+(-"(+@#L)-#(/&4$%(5#9,0%(#+,(-(#
is ostensibly only one Internet that is the vast sea of networked computers
and server farms; functionally, there are a multitude of internets each with
their own aesthetic, concerns, and semiotics (contemporary examples are
X',&"5#+B4<%-5#(+'@?#!#&-7B(#+,&+#+,(#&$$-)$-0&+(#2+-B'+B-(#*)-#+,02#302'B2
sion must allow individual internets to be represented as isolated entities
with individual character, yet still be connected to the broader Internet.
Enter the polder model, and the idea of the internetpolder. A polder is
3(="(3#&2#Y&#%)9:%80"7#+-&'+#)*#%&"3#("'%)2(3#<8#(4<&">4("+2#;<&--0(-2?#
>")9"#&2#30>(25#+,&+#*)-42#&"#&-+0='0&%#,83-)%)70'&%#("+0+85#4(&"0"7#0+#
has no connection with outside water other than through manuallyop
erated devices.”1 In short, the structure of the internetpolder places the
role and function of individual/isolated internets within the context of
&"#&-+0='0&%%8#("'%)2(3#282+(4#+,&+#02#;&"3#+,02#02#&"#04$)-+&"+#302+0"'
+0)"#*-)4#&"#02%&"3?#02)%&+(35#-&+,(-#+,&"#(%(1&+(35#*-)4#+,(#!"+(-"(+@#K8#
placing memes and mimesis in the context of the polder model, we can
explore and illuminate the context of the concerns of the internet while
simultaneously positioning the Internet as a necessary collective space
for these mimetic, temporal, and dynamic inquiries into the form, struc
ture, and purpose of media.
The isolated nature of the internet polder allows for, and encourages, a
-(&2)"&<%8#B"0=(3#1)0'(#)-#&(2+,(+0'#+,&+#'&"#$-)4)+(#207"0='&"+#'-0+0'&%#
dialogue – or serve to homogenize dissenting voices and shift mimesis
&9&8#*-)4#0+2#(1)%B+0)"&-8#')"+(/+@#J,0%(#28"',-)"0'0+8#02#&"#B"3("0&
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ble phenomenon, the chorus of these voices can often emerge as a single
note without regard to the subtle differences that distinguish one work
from another. However, if the concern of any single voice fails to reach
critical mass afforded to it by the weight of the polder (and other simi
%&-#1)0'(2?5#0+#<(')4(2#30*='B%+#+)#("7&7(#0"#&#302'B220)"#)*#+,(#'B%+B-&%#
207"0='&"'(#)*#+,)2(#03(&2@
The danger lies in the fact that the internet has the potential to exagger
ate our worst tendencies, forcing us into seeking constant selfvalidation,
turning chorus into collective consciousness, mimesis into meme and po
tentially brilliant ideas into punchlines. This pattern threatens to turn a
dialogue of what is allowed into the canon of contemporary art into the
easily disregarded trope of “Greek New Media Shit.”2 The transition of
mimesis to meme potentially ignores the validity of this work, and si
lencing more thoughtful criticisms that occur in comment threads (the
0"+(-"(+D2#4)2+#%040"&%#2$&'(2?@#Z,02#02#")+#+)#2&8#+,&+#4(4(2#&-(#<&35#<B+#
they can a black hole for critical inquiry; focusing on on small packets of
easily reproducible content.
[+(-%0"7#\-02$0"D2#&-',01(#;]-((>#^(9#M(30&#[,0+?#02#+,(#$(-*('+#(/&4$%(#
)*#+,(#$-)$&7&+0)"#)*#4(4(#)1(-#404(202@#J,0%(#\-02$0"5#K-0&"#T-)0+
cor, and the plethora of contributors to the comment thread of It’s Only
Humanist, have approached the ideas of greek new media shit (quotes
)40++(3?#3(*+%85#+,(#$-04&-8#(/$)-+#*-)4#+,02#0"+(-"(+:$)%3(-#02#+,(#30%B+(3#
critique of contemporary art that takes the form of technologically medi
ated busts, devoid of the potential of the rich theoretical implications of
+,02#+-)$(@#W2#9&2#+,(#'&2(#90+,#U(-)#J0"75#&#$))-#+-&"2%&+0)"#'&"#%(&3#
to the viral spread of content but often does not do justice to the sophis
tication or intent of the original work.
A basic structure:
\W6ZW!^_#JAWZ#AW66R^N
MR\AW^!\_#[`MRK`Ta#[RZ#b6#b[#ZAR#K`MK
`6RSWZ`S_#JR#]RZ#[!]^Wc@
\W6ZW!^_#JAWZI
`6RSWZ`S_#MW!^#[\SRR^#ZbS^#`^@
\W6ZW!^_#!ZD[#a`bII
\WZ[_#A`J#WSR#a`b#]R^ZcRMR^II
\WZ[_#Wcc#a`bS#KW[R#WSR#KRc`^]#Z`#b[@
\WZ[_#a`b#WSR#`^#ZAR#JWa#Z`#TR[ZSb\Z!`^@
\W6ZW!^_#JAWZ#a`b#[WaII
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\WZ[_#a`b#AWdR#^`#\AW^\R#Z`#[bSd!dR#MWeR#a`bS#Z!MR@
CATS: HA HA HA HA ….
–––
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polder
2. http://rhizome.org/editorial/2011/aug/17/itsonlyhumanist/
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Reciprocity in the Age of Reversal and New Public Spheres
By Robert John
J,("#+&%>0"7#&<)B+#-('0$-)'0+8#90+,0"#+,(#9(<5#9(#&-(#+&%>0"7#&<)B+#30&
%('+0'&%#(/',&"7(#<(+9(("#$()$%(#10(9(3#&2#(fB&%2@#K&B3-0%%&-3D2#YS(f
uiem for the Media”, a critique of Enzensberger’s “Constituents of a
Theory of the Media”, poses a starting point from which we may begin
to understand how to better organize social structures within the web
for reciprocity. Baudrillard disagrees with Enzensberger’s notion that
the reversal of transmitterreceiver relationships using media technolo
gies will allow for reciprocity. It is not enough to just change who can
transmit messages, we must change the very way in which messages are
transmitted.
1. The Reversal of TransmitterReceiver Dynamics
The reversal of transmitterreceiver dynamics has already occurred with
the rise of blogs, Youtube, and the like, allowing everyone a free means
to produce messages and distribute information. 4chan’s users regularly
produce content that circulates the internet independent of any standard
ized production or acknowledged authorship. The group Anonymous cir
culates messages and organizes direct action campaigns without central
leadership or an authoritative source of distribution. There are blogs on
every subject, from every point of view, pet grooming to radical politics.
This has not necessarily opened up web platforms to true communica
tive exchange though.
S(1(-20<0%0+8#$-)103(2#*)-#+,(#2&4(#&++("+0)"#(')")48#$-(2("+#0"#<07#4(
dia on an individual scale. Often we see bloggers compete for views; and
if not for ad cash, then for reputation. Content becomes reductive, slick
images, conversations of quick quotes and quips or copypasted text, vid
eo meant to shock or amaze. This reduction is certainly not universal but
it does represent a rather grim norm. A billion opinions ejaculated into
the void. A billion screaming voices asking to be looked at, demanding to
be taken into account. Everyone has their soapbox and having seen these
dynamics opened, Baudrillard’s insistence that, “reversibility has noth
ing to do with reciprocity,”1 now holds more truth than ever.
Everyone having a voice doesn’t necessarily mean we are talking with
each other and it certainly doesn’t guarantee anyone is listening. Free
access has little to do with interest. A multitude of sites and freedom
of choice creates inequalities in whose voice is noted and whose is not.
Searching for any news worthy event leads us more often than not to sev
eral pages of mainstream news organizations take on the event. It takes
&#7))3#<0+#)*#30770"7#+)#="3#&"#&'+B&%#0"30103B&%D2#<%)7#$)2+#)"#+,(#2&4(#
event. The argument has been made that what “matters” on the web will
.)&+#+)#+,(#+)$#)*#302'B220)"@#\)"+("+#02#3(4)'-&+0g(3#+,B2#&%%)90"7#-('
iprocity, we hear, votes are made with comment rating, hyperlinks, and
bounce rate.
J,("#3)"(#+,-)B7,#')44("+#-&+0"7#9(#2((#*B-+,(-#-(3B'+0)"#&2#&#')4
ment is decontextualized from its original place in a discussion. Speech
8
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on the internet needs to be left intact and historized even if that history is
)"%8#+9)#,)B-2#)%3@#!+#9)B%3#2((4#-030'B%)B2#!Sc#+)#-(3B'(#&"#("+0-(#"07,+#
of discussion to a few simple comments everyone involved liked. Com
ment rating allows users to push what they like to the top but it doesn’t
encourage dialogue between users. It, in fact, fractures dialogue in its
reduction of discourse to a few quotes. Often these comments prove to
be the type of quick sentiments that tie together popular opinion or bait
a fruitless argument. Neither outcome encourages reciprocity.
A8$(-%0">2#&2#1)+(2#2((4#(fB&%%8#-030'B%)B2#&"3#*-&74("+&+01(@#d)0'(2#
of individuals in referencing their points and facts ultimately hyperlink
to larger voices of institutions and media giants which with systems like
6&7(S&">#0"#+B-"#0"'-(&2(2#+,(#2(&-',#("70"(#-&">#)*#+,(#%&-7(#1)0'(2#&"3#
pushes individual voices further back.
The information we can gather about a site from its bounce rate is equal
ly useless unless the bounce rate is extraordinarily high, meaning it pro
vided none of the information just about everyone who stumbled on to
it was looking for. Bounce rate is determined by dividing the number of
users who only visit one page on a site and then leave the site over the
number of pages on a site. This also means sites with less content but the
same number of bounces as a site with more content get a lower bounce
rate. Bounce rate is great for marketing purposes but extremely poor in
establishing content value to a user. A site providing valuable essays or
0"30103B&%#)$0"0)"#02#)1(-#%))>(3#<('&B2(#$()$%(#1020+#0+#*)-#2$('0='#')"
tent or conversation on a page and leave, returning later for other content
&"3#')"1(-2&+0)"@#d&%B(#02#2B<Q('+01(#<B+#<)B"'(#-&+(#*&0%2#+)#&03#0"#&3
dressing what a particular user may value in a site, or the sites relevance
to a search.
Content is thus not democratized but structurally monopolized through
+,(2(#282+(42@#S('0$-)'0+8#02#")+#'-(&+(35#&"3#(/',&"7(#02#&<2+-&'+(3#
&+#&%%#$)0"+2#)*#&''(22@#J,("#3(&%0"7#90+,#+,(#9(<#0+#02#,&-3#+)#2$(&>#0"#
2B',#7("(-&%0g&+0)"25#9,("#(1(-8+,0"7#,&2#&"#(/'($+0)"@#J0>0$(30&#,&2#
surely democratized its content. All users have the ability to be editors
&"3#3(<&+(#*)'B2#)*#')"+("+@#J0>0$(30&#02#&%2)#9(%%#4)3(-&+(3#+,)B7,#
+))@#J0>0$(30&#,&2#<(')4(#&#$&-+#)*#4&"8#$()$%(D2#0"+(-&'+0)"2#90+,#+,(#
9(<5#2)#0+2#("+-0(2#B2B&%%8#7(+#&#,07,#2(&-',#-&">@#J0>0$(30&#02#3(="0+(%8#
not the entire web though. However, democratization in platforms is a
step towards reciprocity.
2. Two Views on the Public Sphere
T(4)'-&+0g&+0)"#;&"3#(1("#+,(#0%%B20)"#)*#3(4)'-&+0g&+0)"?#90+,0"#+,(#
web brings about a Public Sphere of the web. Jurgen Habermas sees the
public sphere as force enabling participatory democracy as citizens en
7&7(#0"#302')B-2(#)*#$B<%0'#4&++(-2@#W#e0(->(7&&-30&"#$(-2$('+01(#)"#
the Public Sphere critiques the public as ignorant, lacking responsibility
and disinterested in committed action. These two poles hold their own
truths when put the question of internet reciprocity and the role of a Pub
lic Sphere.
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Habermas believes the Public Sphere to be the space rooted in the history
of Enlightenment reasoning and 18th century culture with the rise of the
press, social clubs and coffeehouses.2 This culture was prime for critical
analysis and discussion of public matters. The rise of mass media how
ever, he sees as turning this this active critical Public Sphere to a passive
consumer sphere. Habermas’ Public Sphere is based around an active,
'-0+0'&%5#&"3#(3B'&+(3#$)$B%&'(@#T(4)'-&+0'#2)'0(+8#-(fB0-(2#+,02#6B<
lic Sphere to hold it’s government accountable and citizenship engaged.
S('0$-)'0+8#02#&#"('(220+8#0"#A&<(-4&2D#6B<%0'#[$,(-(@
The Habermas Public Sphere is guided by rules laid out in his Ideal
Speech Situation. These rules–though basic–set about the framework of
reciprocity for Habermas:
1. Every subject with the competence to speak and act is allowed to take
part in a discourse.
2a. Everyone is allowed to question any assertion whatever.
2b. Everyone is allowed to introduce any assertion whatever into the
discourse.
2c. Everyone is allowed to express his attitudes, desires and needs.
3. No speaker may be prevented, by internal or external coercion, from
(/(-'020"7#,02#-07,+2#&2#%&03#3)9"#0"#;H?#&"3#;F?3
Z,(2(#-B%(25#&+#=-2+#7%&"'(5#&$$(&-#+)#QB2+0*8#4)2+#0"+(-"(+#2$((',#&2#+,(#
Ideal Speech Situation. Every user has the literal competence to speak;
through commenting, posting videos, writing blogs, etc. Everyone with a
computer can participate in the internet, question or assert whatever they
want by the same means. There exist plenty of platforms for expressing
attitudes, desires and needs too. Also no one can be barred from the en
+0-(+8#)*#+,(#0"+(-"(+@#A)9(1(-5#)"'(#&7&0"#9(#="3#+,&+#+,02#02#")+#-('0
procity. The Ideal Speech Situation applies to dialectical participation
not simply participation.
J,("#(2+&<%02,0"7#+,(2(#-B%(2#A&<(-4&2#"(7%('+(3#+)#0"2+&%%#-(2$)"20<0%0
ties to his discourse, for there to be reciprocity, speech and the respon
sibility of response are required. If engaged in discourse among compe
tent users we have a responsibility, not simply to other users, but to the
notion of reciprocity to respond actively to questions and assertions of
others. This is particularly true if these questions and assertions are made
on our points and opinions.
Habermas sees structure as primarily responsible for deciding how mem
bers of the Public Sphere interact. He blames mass media for the disinte
gration of his 18th century rooted Public Sphere and ignores any personal
responsibility that could be leveled on members of the Public Sphere in
dividually. He sees, much like Ezensberger, new media and technologi
cal structures as his Public Sphere’s saving grace for their communica
+01(#&"3#"(+9)->0"7#$)220<0%0+0(2@#J,0%(#2+-B'+B-(2#("')B-&7(#&"3#3(+(-#
10
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particular interaction this does not remove responsibility of a public’s
chosen interaction within a structure, especially not in the case of a vol
untary structure such as the internet. In all forms of communication the
quality of discourse and reciprocity has to be leveled upon the individual
members, despite structural inequalities and deterrents to this end.
e0(->(7&&-3#=-2+#-(')7"0g(3#&#%&'>#)*#-(2$)"20<0%0+8#&"3#fB&%0+8#0"#,02#
10(9#)*#+,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(#9,0',#AB<(-+#T-(8*B2#0"207,+*B%%8#$)0"+2#)B+#
0"#,02#(22&8#)"#9,8#e0(->(7&&-3#9)B%3#,&+(#+,(#0"+(-"(+5
“The public sphere thus promotes ubiquitous commentators who deliberately detach
+,(42(%1(2#*-)4#+,(#%)'&%#$-&'+0'(2#)B+#)*#9,0',#2$('0='#022B(2#7-)9#&"3#0"#+(-42#)*#
9,0',#+,(2(#022B(2#4B2+#<(#-(2)%1(3#+,-)B7,#2)4(#2)-+#)*#')440++(3#&'+0)"@#J,&+#
seems a virtue to detached Enlightenment reason, therefore, looks like a disastrous
3-&9<&'>#+)#e0(->(7&&-3@#Z,(#$B<%0'#2$,(-(#02#&#9)-%3#0"#9,0',#(1(-8)"(#,&2#&"#
)$0"0)"#)"#&"3#')44("+2#)"#&%%#$B<%0'#4&++(-2#90+,)B+#"((30"7#&"8#=-2+:,&"3#(/
perience and without having or wanting any responsibility.”4

e0(->(7&&-3#2((2#+,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(#2)4(9,&+#0"#-(1(-2(#)*#A&<(-4&2@#
T-(8*B2#%)'&+(2#+,02#'%&2,#2&80"75#YL)-#e0(->(7&&-3#+,(#3(($(-#3&"7(-#
is just what Habermas applauds about the public sphere produced by the
')**((#,)B2(2#&"3#')24)$)%0+&"#$-(225#10g#&2#e0(->(7&&-3#$B+2#0+5#E&#$B<
lic …destroys everything that is relative, concrete and particular in life.”
Z)#e0(->(7&&-3#+,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(#-($-(2("+2#+,(#%&'>#)*#&#')440++(3#
and competent public. The Public Sphere is the place where people ab
solve their responsibility and resign themselves to useless punditry. The
3(+&',(3#"&+B-(#)*#R"%07,+("4("+#S(&2)"0"7#&%%)92#("3%(22#')44("
tary on issues, no one stands behind Public Opinion and commentary
becomes a substitute for action. This substitution then reduces any re
versal of transmitterreceiver dynamics back to the one to many means
of distribution.
Z,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(#2,0*+2#0+2#-(2$)"20<0%0+8#+)#+,(#*&0%B-(#)*#YZ,(8E#+)#=/#
+,(#022B(2#+,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(#')44("+2#)"@#W-+0(#d0(->&"+#0"#,02#(22&85#
“The Image Object PostInternet”, states,
“’They’ implies an alienation from production, a continuous deferral to action. It is
a vacant critique, either proposal for the perpetuation of the same image unchanged
;YZ,(8#2,)B%3#-(%(&2(#+,02#)"#&")+,(-#$%&+*)-4E?#)-#$-)$)2&%#*)-#&"#0')")'%&24#
which will never take place, the genesis of the proposition being encased entirely
in a passive mode of reception. This deferral is an act which accepts dogma, accepts
a dominant image paradigm as an unchanging absolute rather than the result of a
complicated history of new approaches.”5

The very use of “They” as a critique is not just a continuous deferral
of action by the Public Sphere but also the negation of any importance
that the Public Sphere could hold. “They” is thus not only the resigna
tion from action and importance as a Public Sphere, but each individual
that makes up a Public Sphere resigning any effect of their individual
&'+0)"2#&"3#+,(0-#$)220<%(#04$)-+&"'(#&2#0"30103B&%2@#S('0$-)'0+8#')%
lapses if speech has no commitment behind it into detached speculation
and useless punditry.
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3. The Possible Solution to Reciprocity on the Web Must Be Individual
ized
True reciprocity cannot be structurally mass induced. It cannot rely on
Ezensberger’s hopes in reversals and technological advancements, nor
in Habermas’ dreams of Public Sphere potentiality activating and it can
")+#<(#*)B"3#0"#e0(->(7&&-3D2#(/'%B201(#,07,(-#$B<%0'#)*#0"+(%%('+B&%2@#
True reciprocity must become an individualized responsibility. If we are
to seek discourse it must be a committed action. This dialogue should
be democratic based around the rules for the Ideal Speech Situation pro
posed by Habermas and centered in the principles of accountability and
&'+0)"#e0(->(7&&-3#*)B"3#%&'>0"7#0"#+,(#6B<%0'#[$,(-(@
TB(#+)#+,(#-(1(-2&%#)*#+-&"240++(-:-('(01(-#38"&40'2#9(#&-(#2+0%%#$-)"(#
to the one to many mode of distribution. Blogs, commenting, status up
dates, video posts still abide by this mode of distribution. Producers of
content on all levels gear distribution towards some faceless abstract tar
get audience and in doing so push reciprocity to the side. If reciprocity
is to exist we need to create more modes of distribution and discourse
2040%&-#+)#!Sc#)"(2#90+,#)"(#+)#)"(#("7&7(4("+@#!+#02#0"#+,02#("7&7(4("+#
9(#="3#-('0$-)'0+8#+,-)B7,#+,(#&'+01(#$B-2B0+#)*#)+,(-2#+)#302')B-2(#90+,5#
collectively distribute content amongst and to produce collaborative ef
forts and projects.
Throughout our internet wanderings, we should be productively trolling
for other users whose comments, videos, blogs, etc. pique our interest or
-B*.(#)B-#*(&+,(-2@#Z,(2(#B2(-2#2,)B%3#+,("#<(#0"10+(3#+)#("7&7(#0"#30&
logue on user run public platforms, opening dialogue to all other users
0"+(-(2+(3#0"#$&-+0'0$&+0)"@#T0&%)7B(#'&"#<(#')%%('+01(%8#4)3(-&+(3#&"3#
through active involvement and a shared goal of reciprocity the user be
comes collectively accountable for one another. A commitment to pro
ductive dialogue and a user base that is held accountable for one another,
will spawn committed action.
There can be no standardized platform, no set solution to materializing
9(<#-('0$-)'0+8@#Z,(2(#$%&+*)-42#4B2+#<(#'-(&+(3#&2#B2(-2#2((#=+#&"3#
evolved through the dialectics of the Public Spheres they create. They
should overlap, intersect, link in and out of each other, as to not create a
4)")$)%8#20+(#)-#2$,(-(#)*#302')B-2(@#J(#4B2+#-(202+#+,(#<%)77(-D2#B-7(#
to focus discourse on these platforms around one to a few voices attempt
ing to speak, to many, and resign ourselves as humble participants in dia
logue generated through the platforms we create. It is our individual re
sponsibility to create reciprocity and make the discussions, projects, we
want to happen happen. No one else can be trusted with this task, but us.
–––
H@#K&B3-0%%&-35#h(&"@#YS(fB0(4#*)-#+,(#M(30&@E#Z-&"2@#\,&-%(2#c(10"@#L)-#&#\-0+0fB(#
of the Political Economy of the Sign, p. 164184.
2. Habermas, Jürgen. “The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An In
quiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society.” Trans. Thomas Burger.
;(/'(-$+2#&1&0%&<%(_#,++$_VV999@B2(-2@4B),0)@(3BV4&"3(%%'V48,&<@,+4?
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i@#A&<(-4&25#hB-7("@#YT02')B-2(#R+,0'2_#^)+(2#)"#&#6-)7-&4#)*#6,0%)2)$,0'&%#hB2+0
='&+0)"@E#Z-&"2@#\,-02+0&"#c(",&-+#&"3#[,0(--8#J(<(-#^0',)%2)"@#M)-&%#\)"2'0)B2
ness and Communicative Action. p. 86.
X@#T-(8*B25#AB<(-+@#Ye0(->(7&&-3#)"#+,(#!"+(-"(+_#W")"840+8#1-2@#\)440+4("+#0"#+,(#
Present Age.” http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~hdreyfus/html/paper_kierkegaard.html
j@d0(->&"+5#W-+0(@#YZ,(#!4&7(#`<Q('+#6)2+:!"+(-"(+@E#,++$_VVQ2+',0%%0"@)-7V&-+0(V10(-
kant.html
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Desert Diary – Excerpts from Drifts and Desrt
By Robert Lorayn

The Internet has been my greatest teacher in life. By that I mean much
of what I’ve learned has been attached to the Internet. I don’t believe the
things I’ve learned are new to humanity, nor novel, but I do believe I’m
in a place and time where my mode of learning might be new. The Inter
net has given me the opportunity to experience life in a remarkable way
and in a way that I think emphasizes certain aspects of humanity while
discouraginother aspects. So in a way these experiences are mine but
they aren’t limited to me.
I used to see the Internet as a place without shape, if that can be can be
called a place at all. I had presumed that the qualities that made the Inter
net unique were invisible qualities. However, it became apparent to me
that it’s only the context of these qualities that makes them unique, and
with that in mind the Internet as a place was acutely visible.
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It seems to me that in all of these prior images of the Internet there is
blindness, or accepting that I have eyes, an illusion, which causes them
to fall short. This stems from a misunderstanding of the Internet as a
place with itself. The Internetasocean and sprawling city are merely
surfaces which drape over a core. That core is the Internet by itself and
that place is a desert.
J,0%(#&#3(2(-+#'&"#')4(#0"#4&"8#*)-42#+,(-(#&-(#2040%&-0+0(2#+)#')"
nect them. The most prevalent would likely be the lack of life in them.
`-#-&+,(-#&#%&'>#)*#fB&"+0+8#0"#%0*(@#J,(-(#&"#)'(&"#04$%0(2#&#<)B"3%(22#
quantity and a movement of life, a desert isolates and binds to what life
0+#="32@#Z)#2((#+,(#<(70""0"7#)*#+,02#2,&$(#0"#+,(#!"+(-"(+#&%%#!#"((3#+)#&2>#
482(%*#02#YJ,&+#%01(2#,(-(NE#Z,(#&"29(-#02#1(-8#%0++%(#&"3#!#9)B%3#7)#2)#
*&-#&2#+)#2&8#+,&+#+,02#!"+(-"(+#02#&#3(2(-+#=%%(3#90+,#)"%8#)"(#%0*(5#40"(@

k9,(-(#407,+#!#="3#2,&3(#)"#+,(#!"+(-"(+N#J,(-(#'&"#!#2(++%(N#J,(-(#
can I create a habitat and comfort for my self? Those places that seem to
allow some form of self limit the environment and in this way each site
forces mere survival, not living.
As almost all things lack in this place so too does perspective lack. Like
&"#(1(-#$-(2("+#40-&7(#48#%&'>#)*#$(-2$('+01(#20+2#&2#+,(#=%4#9,0',#02#
<)+,#1(0%#*)-5#&"3#$)-+&%#+)5#+,02#3(2(-+@#!+#02#")+#2B-$-020"7l<B+#3(="0+(%8#
disheartening–to think that the Internet, as it exists now, cannot be re
moved from the mirage which colors my view of it. Indeed after all these
misperceptions and misinterpretations I feel like I’ve been tricked by that
cliché mirage, the mirage of oasis, and taken it to its extreme out of des
peration. It now seems foolish to consider this place anything but a de
sert and my interaction with it anything but a mirage.
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Among the many other illusions this mirage is capable of it seems that the
most potent is its ability to form an image of itself as a city of people…
I seemed to interact with many others, watching them grow and move.
J,&+#!#303#0"2+(&3#9&2#90%%0"7%8#701(#48#9&+(-#+)#+,(#3(2(-+#&"3#9&+',#
it sway in the heat. The mirage gave me the illusion of growth and move
ment. There is neither movement nor growth here and therefore no real
connection between myself and the silhouettes of this desert.
It seems to me that this mirage worked on the common belief that through
the Internet any person could connect to any other person; that I could
="3#2)4()"(#+)#0"+(-&'+#90+,#%010"7#0"#&"8#')-"(-#)*#+,(#7%)<(k#^)9#!#
interact, presumably, with those people whom I know from the outside
world, friends/family/colleagues. Their worldly selves acting as shell
which the mirage uses to interact with me.
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The mirage merely tries to distract me from the knowledge that every sin
gle person on the Internet is merely a mirage of a person who’s already
given something to the Internet… It sits between me and the desert, and
ultimately between me and any other person.
The mirage gives me the privacy of solitude along with the impression of
connection so that I feel comfortable and appear connected to the people
who interest me… but I recognize in some sense that I am alone, which
makes it easy and preferable to speak, act, and give as if alone, yet I am
fed the impression that I am with others, which gives me the awareness
that others may see what is mine.

!+#02#48#04$-(220)"#+,&+#+,02#')".0'+#90%%#%(22("#&2#+,02#$%&'(#3(1(%)$25#
for as it develops it will shrink further… In this way the mirage intends
to evolve into the mirror. The mirror gives me a view of myself which is
unavailable to me otherwise… In whatever way I seek to manifest my
internal, the mirage would seek to act as a mirror of it in the hope of at
taching itself to me completely so that my act of giving is never broken.

It seems to me that when the city crumbles and the ocean dries there is
2+0%%#+,(#3(2(-+@#J,("#!#%(&1(#+,(-(#90%%#2+0%%#<(#+,(#3(2(-+@#^(1(-+,(%(225#
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I can’t help but feel apprehension. In a way I feel a premature regret for
the loss of the desert. For it seems to me that when the mirage turns mir
ror the desert will still be here, but I will not see it any longer.
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– Rasmus Svensson
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